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Abbreviations 
AIS: American Spinal Injury Association Impairment Scale; CNS: Central Nervous System; ESCs: 

Embryonic stem cells; FDA: Food and drug administration; GSK3B - Glycogen synthetase kinase 3-B; 

Abstract 
Spinal cord injury (SCI) is damage to the spinal cord that leads to sudden loss of motor, sensory, and 

autonomic function below the level of the injury. The annual incidence of SCI in the United States is 

approximately 12,500 new cases each year. Stem cell transplant procedures show promising potential as 

a treatment for SCI. Lithium has been used to treat other medical diagnoses including depression, 

stroke, and additional neurodegenerative diseases. Researchers have investigated the effectiveness of 

combining stem cells and lithium in animal models and also started to explore options with human 

subjects. Researchers believe the use of stem cells combined with lithium may offer alternative options 

for patients with SCI. 
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hESCs: Human embryonic stem cells; hNSCs: Human neural stem cells; hUCB-SCs: Human umbilical cord 

blood mesenchymal stem cell; LiCl: Lithium chloride; MSCs: Mesenchymal stem cells; NPCs: Neural 

progenitor cells; NSCs: Neural stem cells; SCI: Spinal cord injury; SCs: Schwann cells; UCB-MNC - 

Umbilical cord blood derived mononuclear cell 

 

Introduction 
Spinal cord injury (SCI) occurs from damage to the spinal cord resulting ina sudden loss of motor, 

autonomic, and sensory function below the level of the injury [1-5]. The global incidence of SCI is 

estimated at 10 cases per 100,000 people which results in over 700,000 newly diagnosed cases each 

year throughout the world. The annual incidence of spinal cord injury observed in the United States is 

approximately 40 cases per million population, or 12,500 new cases of SCI each year. Since the 1970s, 

the average age of spinal cord injury has increased from 29 years to 42 years currently. Approximately 

80% of new SCI cases are males [1,2,6-9].  Primary causes for SCI include: vehicle crashes 38%, falls 30%, 

act of violence including gunshot wounds 14%, sports related activities 9%, medical/surgical 5%, and 

other 4%. Neurological level and extent of lesion include:45% incomplete tetraplegia, 21%incomplete 

paraplegia, 20%complete paraplegia, and 14%complete tetraplegia. Financial impact for health care and 

living expenses for an individual with SCI range from $1,064,716 for the initial year for a patient with 

high tetraplegia and an estimated lifetime cost of $2,596,329 [2,8,9,10].   

SCI pathophysiology has two phases, a primary phase and secondary phase. The primary SCI phase 

occurs in a short period immediately after the injury, usually within 4 hours [3]. SCI primary phase 

includes the initial compression or shearing of the spinal cord tissue causing hemorrhage, disruption of 

the blood vessels, cell membranes, and axons. This event leads to compromise of neural function [2,10]. 

The primary phase is characterized by displacement of the anatomical structures within the spinal cord 

that leads to disruption of descending neuronal pathways [3,11,12]. 

SCI secondary phase occurs a few minutes to several days after the primary injury [3]. Secondary SCI 

phase relates to progressive inflammatory, ischemic, and apoptotic sequence following the initial injury 

[10,13]. The secondary phase is characterized by delayed period of tissue destruction involving vascular 

dysfunction, electrolyte shifts, ischemia, edema, excitotoxicity, inflammation, free radical production, 

and restrained apoptotic cell death [2,11]. The spinal cord injury leads to the formation of a glial scar 

causing raised neuron and oligodendrocyte cell death that result in increased axon growth inhibitory 

factors within the site of the injury [2,3,4,14]. Inflammation is an important factor in both early and 

chronic spinal cord injury stages. Macrophages, neutrophils and T-cells migrate in from peripheral 

circulation and are activated. Macroglia, which are usually in the spinal cord, are also activated. 

Microglia and macrophages both remove dead cells and debris via phagocytosis [3,15]. Neurological 

recovery after SCI is restricted due to the limited capacity of the adult spinal cord to restore the lost 

neurons and oligodendrocytes, remyelinate axons, and re-establish neural functional connections 

[11,16] (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Outlines pathophysiology of SCI including primary and secondary phases [3,11,12]. 

 

Several pharmacological treatments are offered for SCI patients. Riluzole is a neuroprotective drug that 

uses sodium channel blockade to prevent stimulation of glutamate receptors. Riluzolehas not been 

approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for SCI, but a few clinical trials have been 

registered. Riluzole has demonstrated the ability to support neuroprotection and reduce excitotoxicity 

which leads to increased functional recovery at the injury site. Ketorolac is a non-steroidal anti-

inflammatory and potent analgesic drug that inhibits the cyclooxygenases. Ketorolac reduces neuronal 

death at the site of insult and reduces post-operative joint pain. Additional studies are required to 

transition to clinical practice. Minocycline is a neuroprotective agent for various neurodegenerative 

diseases including SCI. Minocycline exerts anti-inflammatory actions through controlling the central 

nervous system (CNS) immune cells, regulating the levels of anti-inflammatory cytokines, and preventing 
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neuroinflammation and cell death. Several clinical trials have been registered for this drug [2,11].  

Fingolimod is an agonist for sphingosine receptor modulator. Significant improvements of motor 

functions have been displayed through oral administration of this drug at the acute SCI injury, butdid not 

lessen early filtration of neutrophils and inflammatory cytokines in the spinal cord injury. Magnesium 

has been reported to demonstrate neuroprotective properties in neuronal cells by competing with 

calcium ions and being an endogenous calcium channel blocker. Magnesium supported improved motor 

function scores inanimal models with SCI. Methylprednisolone is commonly used as an antioxidant and 

is an anti-inflammatory corticosteroid. Methylprednisolone improved blood flow of spinal cord by 

reducing lipid peroxidation and influx of calcium. Methylprednisolone has numerous adverse effects 

including pulmonary and gastrointestinal complications [2,4,11,17] (Table 1). 

 
Pharmacological Based Treatments for SCI 

Pharmacological Intervention Outcome for Patients with SCI 

Riluzole  neuroprotective drug that prevents glutamate receptors 

 not approved by FDA for SCI 

 few clinical trials registered 

 demonstrated ability to reduce excitotoxicity and support 

neuroprotection leading to enhanced functional recovery 

at injury site 

Ketorolac  potent analgesic and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug 

 inhibits cyclooxygenases 

 reduces neuronal death at site of insult and reduces post-

operative joint pain 

 long term studies required for translation to clinical 

practice 

Minocycline  exerts anti-inflammatory actions by modulating CNS 

immune cells 

 regulates levels of anti-inflammatory cytokines and 

prevents neuroinflammation and cell death 

 motor improvement observed in cervical acute SCI patients 

 additional studies needed for translation into clinical 

practice  

Fingolimod  agonist for sphingosine receptor modulator  

 oral administration at acute SCI injury showed improved 

motor function 

 T cell infiltration, vascular permeability and astrocyte 

accumulation were significantly decreased 

 did not attenuate early filtration of neutrophils and 

inflammatory cytokines in injured spinal cord 

Magnesium  antagonist for N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor 

 supports neuronal cells by competing with calcium ions 

and acts as endogenous calcium channel blocker 
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 essential for neuronal cells to maintain cellular respiration, 

membrane integrity, mRNA transcription, and energy 

metabolism 

 supported improved motor function scores in animal 

model with SCI 

Methylprednisolone  anti-inflammatory corticosteroid  

 commonly used as antioxidant 

 improved blood flow of spinal cord by reducing influx of 

calcium and decreasing lipid peroxidation 

 failed in reversing neuronal death 

 numerous adverse effects including pulmonary and 

gastrointestinal complications 

 
Table 1: Shows variety of pharmacological treatment options and outcomes for patients with SCI [2]. 

 

Surgical intervention options for SCI patients are somewhat limited. Decompression of compressed discs 

along with surgical stabilization of spinal fractures within 24 hours after injury increased post-operative 

motor and sensory functions. Early decompression surgery has been shown to lower the risk of 

respiratory failure and sepsis, but neurosurgery for SCI patients is associated with high complications 

including durotomy and meningitis [2,11]. Tendon transfer surgery is an option for SCI patients with 

quadriplegia or tetraplegia. Benefits of tendon transfer surgery through improved hand functions for 

pinch force and functional activities have been reported for juvenile SCI patients [2]. 

Stem cell transplant procedures show promising potential as a treatment for SCI. Several different types 

of cells including stem cells (neural stem cell, mesenchymal stem cells, embryonic stem cells) and 

mature somatic cells (oligodendrocytes, Schwann cells, astrocytes, and olfactory sheathing cells) have 

been used for cell transplantation therapy procedures [2]. 

Neural stem cells (NSCs) exist within the CNS located within a subventricular and subgranular zones of 

the brain. NSCs have tripotential capability (neurons, astrocytes, and oligodendrocytes), maintain 

capacity for self-renewal, generate differentiated progeny that can functionally integrate and repair 

damaged CNS, and protect against excitotoxicity. NSCs are more limited in numbers and divide less 

frequently than embryonic stem cells (ESCs) [2,15,18-20]. ESCs possess the maximal capacity of 

differentiation and supported remyelination of neurons in the injured spinal cord. ESCs also 

demonstrated improvement of locomotory and sensory function without adverse effects. ESCs can be 

grown in unlimited quantities as they retain normal cell cycle signaling and do not undergo the process 

of senescence [2,11,15,21]. Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), bone marrow mononuclear cells and 

umbilical cord blood are sources for stem cells [22]. MSCs demonstrate the capability to differentiate 

into distinct cell lineages and have shown improved sensorimotor functions and reduced inflammatory 

response [2,15,23-26]. 

Oligodendrocytes are a subtype of glia cells that support myelination within the CNS. Oligodendrocytes 

have demonstrated reduced pathogenesis of the lesion and improved motor function. Oligodendrocytes 
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release neurotrophic factors which assist the survival of damaged neurons and encourage axonal 

regeneration andalso support functional recovery [2,27]. Astrocytes are non-neuronal cells and provide 

structure and physiological functions specifically at the synaptic junctions of the neuronal network. Their 

primary functions include synaptic transmission, antioxidant functions, blood-brain barrier formation, 

control of cerebral blood flow, secretion of neurotrophic factors, regulation of extracellular ions,and 

clearance of glutamate [2]. Astrocytes have demonstrated axonal growth and improved neuronal 

survival [16,28,29]. However, transplanted astrocytes around the lesion site have been reported to 

persist for a short period of time, and the formation of glial scars in CNS has led to reduced use of 

astrocytes for SCI [30]. 

Schwann cells (SCs) are myelin-forming cells for nerve fibers that are found within the peripheral 

nervous system. SCs have demonstrated the ability to provide neuroprotective effect, support axonal 

outgrowth, initiate remyelination process, reduce pseudocyst formation, and improve sensory and 

locomotory functions. SCs effect for repair is not sufficient to promote axonal response supporting 

complete motor function recovery. Olfactory ensheathing cells are support cells that wrap olfactory 

axons, support regeneration, and allow neurons to cross a glial scar. Combination of SCs and olfactory 

ensheathing cells togethershowed improved remyelination activity, regeneration abilities, and improved 

functional recovery as compared with singular transplant groups [2,5,15,31].  

 

Stem Cell Treatments for SCI 

Type of Stem Cell Function of Stem Cell 

neural stem cell (NSC)  exist within CNS located within subventricular and 

subgranular zones of brain 

 tripotential capability (neurons, astrocytes and 

oligodendrocytes 

 maintain capacity for self-renewal 

 generate differentiated progeny that integrate and repair 

damaged CNS 

 protect against excitotoxicity 

 more limited in numbers and divide less frequently than 

embryonic stem cells 

embryonic stem cell (ESC)  possess maximal capacity of differentiation 

 support remyelination of neurons in the injured spinal cord 

 demonstrated improvement of locomotory and sensory 

function without adverse effects 

 can be grown in unlimited quantities  

 retain normal cell cycle signaling and do not undergo 

process of senescence 

mesenchymal stem cell (MSC)  sources are bone marrow mononuclear cells and umbilical 

cord blood 

 demonstrate ability to differentiate into distinct cell 

lineages  

 showed improved sensorimotor functions 
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 demonstrated reduced inflammatory response 

oligodendrocytes  subtype of glia cells that support myelination within CNS 

 demonstrated reduced pathogenesis of lesion and improved 

function 

 release neurotrophic factors that help survival of damaged 

neurons  

 promote axonal regeneration and support functional 

recovery 

astrocytes  non-neuronal cells that provide structure and physiological 

functions at synaptic junctions of neuronal network 

 assist with synaptic transmission, control of cerebral blood 

flow, blood-brain barrier formation, regulation of 

extracellular ions, antioxidant functions, secretion of 

neurotrophic factors and clearance of glutamate 

 demonstrated axonal growth and improved neuronal 

survival 

 transplanted astrocytes around lesion site reported to 

persist and formations of glial scars in CNS has led to 

decreased use of astrocytes for SCI 

Schwann cells (SC)  myelin forming cells for nerve fibers located within 

peripheral nervous system 

 demonstrated ability to provide neuroprotective effect, 

reduce pseudocyst formation, support axonal outgrowth, 

and initiate remyelination process 

 improved locomotory and sensory functions 

 SC effect not sufficient to promote axonal response 

supporting complete motor function recovery 

olfactory ensheathing cells  support cells that wrap olfactory axons 

 support regeneration and allow neurons to cross glial scar 

 combination of SC and olfactory ensheathing cells together 

showed improved remyelination activity, regeneration 

abilities and improved functional recovery  

 
Table 2: Shows types of stem cells currently used for treatment and functions of each stem cell [2,15]. 

 
Therapeutic adjunct options including immunotherapies, biomaterial scaffolds, and hydrogels may 

support additional regeneration of the spinal through augmenting stem cell survival, engraftment, and 

growth. Immunotherapy has shown opportunity for treatment of SCI through the control of molecular 

signals and through the environment regulation of the spinal cord injury. Antibodies targeting inhibitory 

muscles supported increased locomotion function after injury [10]. Additional studies investigated 

decreasing injury inflammation through utilization of B-cell depleting antibodies. Results indicated 

inflammatory signaling, dysfunction of hind limb, and reduction of cell death. Safety for patients must be 

demonstrated before these therapies are transitioned to patients. Antibodies must be tested to ensure 

that healthy myelin is not attacked or result in negative immunological responses [10]. Scaffolds and 
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injectable hydrogels have been utilized to promote improved recovery for SCI. Scaffolds and hydrogels 

have demonstrated improved cell survival and proliferation, increased oligodendrocyte progenitor cell 

migration, decreased teratoma formation, reduced inflammatory responses, decreased glial scar 

formation, and improved functional recovery post SCI [10,32]. 

Lithium has been used for many years as a treatment for manic depression and was one of the first 

drugs approved by United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in the early 1970s. Lithium is one 

of the lightest elements as an alkali metal and is the same family as sodium and potassium. Patients 

treated with lithium showed lymphopenia, reduced blood lymphocyte counts, granulocytosis,and 

increased white blood cell counts [33]. Scientists started to apply lithium to bone marrow stem cells and 

found that lithium affected phosphorylated inositides, which is a intracellular messenger system. 

Lithium also stimulated and inhibited phosphokinases and phosphatases, which inhibited glycogen 

synthetase kinase 3- (GSK3) enzyme. GSK3 inhibited glycogen synthetase enzyme which converts 

glucose to glycogen. GSK3 phosphorylates nuclear factors which includes activation of T cells and 

WNT/B-catenin. GSK3 appeared to control cellular growth, protection, and differentiation of stem cells 

[33].  

Lithium has demonstrated the ability to reduce lymphocyte count, increase total leukocyte and 

neutrophil counts, and increase erythrocyte counts and hematocrit in animal studies [34]. Lithium also 

increased pluripotent and committed stem cell colonies and showed an increase in differentiation 

toward granulocytosis [35]. Lithium is a strong stimulant of bone marrow stem cells and used after 

radiation therapy, chemotherapy, and toxin-induced neutropenia. Lithium has been shown to be 

neuroprotective for stroke and other neurodegenerative diseases in animal models. Lithium has a 

significant impact on cells and appears to turn on multiple cellular mechanisms and genes that protect 

cells against stress, toxins, injury, and ischemia [33,36].   

 

Discussion 

Trialsin animals 

Researchers have investigated the effectiveness of stem cells and lithium in animal models. Several 

clinical trials have been completed for the use of stem cells on human subjects and a few clinical trials 

are in the pre-recruitment stage for introducing the combination of lithium and stem cells for humans.  

 

Su et al., in 2007 investigated the effect of lithium on the survival, proliferation, and differentiation of 

spinal cord derived neural progenitor cells (NPCs) transplanted into spinal cords of animal subjects. 

Results showed lithium increased proliferation of NPCs at 2 weeks after grafting and neuronal 

generation by NPCs at 2 weeks and 4 weeks after grafting. Lithium was not found to cause 

differentiation of NPCs into astrocytes or oligodendrocytes in vitro and post transplantation. Results 

indicated treatment with lithium up to a maximum of 4 weeks reduced microglia and macrophage 

activation which in turn, can reduce host immune reaction [37]. An additional study by Su et al,. in 2009 

researched the effect lithium has on development neural progenitor cells (NPCs) derived from the spinal 

cord in vitro and after transplanted in vivo in animal subjects. Results indicated lithium increased 

proliferation and neuronal differentiation of NPCs in vitro. Lithium treatment significantly increased 
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expression and production of brain-derived neurotrophic factor by NPCs in culture. Lithium was able to 

elevate neuronal generation and brain-derived neurotrophic factor production of NPCs after 

transplantation highlighting the potential of lithium in cell replacement strategies in the treatment of 

spinal cord injury [38].    

Another study conducted by Deng et al., in 2010 investigated the effects of lithium chloride in 

combination with human umbilical cord blood mesenchymal stem cell (hUCB-SCs) transplantation in 

animal models. Animal subjects were randomly assigned to 4 groups:  control group, lithium chloride 

group, hUCB-SCs group, and hUCB-SCs(+) lithium chloride group. Motor function of the animal hindlimbs 

was evaluated postoperatively on days 1 and 3 and the last days of the following weeks. There were 

improved motor function results for hUCB-SCs(+) lithium chloride group 8 weeks postoperatively as well 

as distribution and regeneration of spinal nerve fibers that were observed through fluorescent-gold 

spinal cord retrograde tracing. Researchers concluded lithium chloride in combination with hUCB-SCs 

improves functional recovery of hind limbs in animal models [39]. 

A study evaluated by Tsai et al., in 2011 researched efficiency of mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) 

combined with Valproate and lithium to improve outcomes of cerebral ischemia in animal models. In 

this study, MSC primed with Valproate and/or lithium chloride was transplanted into animal subjects 24 

hours after transient middle cerebral artery occlusion. Results indicated priming MSC with Valproate and 

lithium increased the number of MSC homing and migration ability of MSC, reduced infarct volume of 

the brain, and improved functional recovery. This study supports the use of lithium combined with MSCs 

to treat neurological impairments [40]. 

Dong et al., in 2015 also researched the efficacy of lithium to mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) 

proliferation and neural differentiation in vitro and after transplantation in vivo in animal subjects. MSCs 

can be harvested from a large variety of tissues including: bone marrow, synovium, skeletal muscle, 

adipose tissue, and umbilical cord blood. While MSCs are reported to be easy to harvest and culture, 

only a small proportion of transplanted MSCs are reported to survive, and few cells differentiate into 

mature neural phenotypes. Additional pharmacological options were explored. Lithium was found to 

promote proliferation and neural differentiation of green fluorescent protein MSCs. After 

transplantation, lithium treatment improved cell survival and neural differentiation into more 

astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, and neurons promoting neural regeneration. These results support the 

use of lithium to augment efficiency of MSCs transplantation in central nervous system disorders [41]. In 

a study conducted by Zhang, et al.,in 2018, NSCs were injected into the tibial nerve and then 

transplanted into the spinal cord of animal models to look at the effects of lithium chloride on the 

survival of spinal neurons, axonal regeneration, and functional recovery. Results indicated that 

combining tibial nerve transplantation with NSCs and lithium chloride (LiCl) injection resulted in 

improved host motoneurons surviving in the spinal cord,less glial scar area, more regenerated axons in 

tibial nerve, and decreased macrosialin expression. This research team concluded that lithium may 

demonstrate therapeutic benefit in cell replacement for central nervous system injury as a result of its 

ability to improve neuronal generation and survival for grafted NSCs and reduced host immune reaction 

[42]. 
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An additional study by Zhang et al., in 2019 examined the effects of lithium chloride on cell viability, cell 

dynamics, proliferation, and NSC differentiation. Wnt signaling pathway was also explored. The 

researchers showed that lithium chloride promoted proliferation of NSCs through the Wnt signaling 

pathway being triggered. Lithium supported long term neuroprotective effects by triggering of the Wnt 

signaling pathway in order to promote NSC proliferation and survival. This provides new treatment for 

neurodegenerative diseases involved with NSC proliferation. This research suggests lithium chloride can 

show positive results for targeting NSCs specifically for neurogenerative diseases and bipolar affective 

disorder [43]. 

A study by Mohammadshirazi, et al., in 2019 investigated whether the combination of human neural 

stem cells hNSCs with lithium chloride (Li) improved cell survival, proliferation, and differentiation in 

animal models. Experimental groups included: control group, hNSCs transplanted group, lithium group, 

and hNSCs and lithium combined group. Locomotor activity scores and motor evoked potentials were 

performed to evaluate motor recovery. Researchers found that intraperitoneal injection of lithium 

chloride for 2 weeks led to locomotor improvement 3 weeks after SCI, as compared to the control 

group. The results of this study suggested the injured environment may have inflammation even after 

cell transplantation. This inflammation is not suppressed by cyclosporine injection. Researchers 

summarized that lithium leads to improved spinal cord injury treatment individually or in combination 

with neural stem cell transplantation. Researchers further expressed that animals would show greater 

improvement if inflammation was controlled [44] (Table 3).  

 
Stem Cell Human SCI Clinical Trials 

Trial Name Status Intervention N Subject 

Age 

(Years) 

AIS 

Scale 

Time from 

Injury 

Umbilical Cord Blood Cell 

Transplant into Injured 

Spinal Cord with Lithium 

Carbonate or Placebo 

Followed by Locomotor 

Training 

pre-

recruitment  

umbilical cord blood 

mononuclear stem 

cells, lithium 

carbonate 

27 18-60  A >12 

months 

Safety Study of Human 

Spinal Cord-derived 

Neural Stem Cell 

Transplantation for 

Treatment of Chronic SCI 

recruiting human spinal cord –

derived neural stem 

cell 

8 18-65 A 1 – 2 years 

Stem Cell Spinal Cord 

Injury Exoskeleton and 

Virtual Reality Treatment 

Study (SciExVR) 

recruiting autologous bone 

marrow derived 

stem cells 

40 >18 A-D NR 

Adipose Stem Cells for 

Traumatic Spinal Cord 

Injury (CELLTOP) 

active, not 

recruiting 

autologous, adipose 

derived 

mesenchymal stem 

cells  

10 >18 A-B 2 weeks – 

1 year 

Dose Escalation Study of 

AST-OPCI in Spinal Cord 

completed human embryonic 

stem cell derived 

25 18-69 A-B 21-42 days 
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Injury oligodendrocyte 

progenitor cells  

Clinical Trial Assessing 

Safety and Efficacy of 

Umbilical Cord Blood 

Mononuclear Cell 

Transplant Therapy of 

Chronic Complete Spinal 

Cord Injury 

completed umbilical cord blood-

derived mononuclear 

cells, 

methylprednisolone, 

and lithium 

carbonate 

28 29-53 A-D 2-20 years 

 

Table 3: Shows current human clinical trials for stem cell treatments with spinal cord injury. Studies included are in 

the pre-recruitment, recruitment, active, and completed phases [6,45]. 

 
Platt et al., in 2020 reviewed current human clinical trials for stem cell treatments with spinal cord injury 

within the United States. They included current studies in pre-recruitment, recruitment, active and 

completed research studies. 

A human research clinical trial currently in pre-recruitment stage will evaluate the effectiveness 

umbilical cord blood mononuclear stem cells combined with lithium carbonate injected above and 

below the area of spinal cord injury into bilateral dorsal root entry zones at least 1 year post injury. 

Twenty seven patients will be recruited into this study and randomly assigned to three groups: control 

group, stem cell transplantation group, and stem cell transplantation and lithium group [6]. 

An additional human research clinical trial in the recruitment stage sponsored by Seneca Biopharma 

Inc.is assessing stereotactic human spinal cord derived stem cell injections and adverse events and lab 

abnormalities found within the first six months after injection. Eight patients will be enrolled in this 

study 1 to 2 years post injury including 4 patients with injuries to the thoracic spine (T2-T12) and 4 

patients with injuries to lower cervical spine (C5-C7). Results for the first four patients with thoracic 

spinal cord injury are promising. One and two levels of neurological improvement was shown by two 

patients and in the first 18-27 months post stem cell injections, no serious adverse events were reported 

[6]. 

The next human research clinical trial in recruitment stage is evaluating transplantation of autologous 

bone marrow derived stem cells. Forty patients will be recruited for this study and will receive bilateral 

para spinal injections of cells at the level of injury and will also receive injections superior and inferior to 

the spinal segment. Patients will receive intranasal placement of additional stem cells and intravenous 

injection. Three treatment arms will be established for this study: treatment only group, treatment + 

exoskeleton movement group, and treatment + virtual reality visualization group [6]. 

A human research clinical trial in the active stage sponsored by CELLTOP is investigating intrathecal 

injection of mesenchymal stem cells. Patients from 2 weeks to 1 year post injury are included in this 

trial. The first treated patient was involved in a surfing accident and reported an initial spinal cord injury 

score of AIS A and showed improvement to AIS C before enrollment in this study. After enrollment in the 

study, the patient did not report any safety issues adverse events during the first 18 months. 
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Additionally, the patient demonstrated improvement in sensory and motor scores during the initial 

follow up period [6]. 

A human research clinical trial in the completed stage evaluated dose escalation of stereotactic 

injections of human embryonic stem cell derived oligodendrocyte progenitor cells. Patients enrolled in 

this study were AIS A or AIS B spinal cord injuries and 21-42 days post injury. Patients received either 

two injections of 10 million cells or one injection of 2 million or 10 million cells. Outcomes measured for 

this study include the number of adverse events that occurred within one year of injection. No 

significant adverse events have been reported, but full results from this study have not been published 

yet. Also, sponsoring industry for this study reported two-thirds of the patients demonstrated significant 

improvement and that data is not yet published in peer reviewed literature [6]. 

Outside of the United States, Zhu et. al.,in 2016 investigated28 patients in Hong Kong and Kumming that 

underwent umbilical cord blood derived mononuclear cell transplantation (UCB-MNC) following 

complete spinal cord injury.  The 8 patients in Hong Kong study underwent injections of 4-8 l of UCB-

MNCs into the spinal cord above and below the injury site. These patients did not demonstrate recovery 

of motor function. The 20 patients treated in Kumming were assigned to five groups: 4, 8, and 16 l of 

UCB-MNCs, 16 ul of UCB-MNCs + methylprednisolone, or 16 l of UCB-MNCs + methylprednisolone + 6-

week course of oral lithium carbonate. There was 3-6 months of intensive locomotor training completed 

by all patients. Prior to surgery, only 2 patients could walk 10 m with assistance. At a year post USC-MNC 

transplantation, 15/20 patients walked 10 m and 12/20 patients did not require assistance with bladder 

or bowel management. Five patients converted from complete SCI to incomplete SCI. Locomotor 

training also improved independence for activities of daily living including self-care, bowel and bladder 

management, and mobility [45]. Results of this study were inconclusive in regard to the effect of 

methylprednisolone and lithium. Only two of eight patients that received UCB-MNCs + 

methylprednisolone + lithium recovered walking, compared to eight of eight patients in the other 

groups that were injected with 8 + 16 l of UCB-MNCs. Lithium was reported to decrease neuropathic 

pain for 2 patients. Of note, for the group that was treated with UCB-MNCs + methylprednisolone + 

lithium, one patient received placebo instead of lithium tablets, one patient was already walking when 

the trial began, and one patient discontinued walking training due to swelling of the knee. Overall, only 

one patient in this group represented a valid comparison with the patients that were only injected with 

UCB-MNCs. Additional clinical trials are needed to further investigate the effects of lithium [45] (Table 

4). 

American Spinal Injury Association (ASIA) Impairment Scale 

ASIA Grade Description  

A Complete no sensory or motor function persists in sacral segments S4-S5 

B Incomplete sensory and not motor function remains below neurological level, including 

sacral segments S4-S5 

C Incomplete motor function pertained below neurological level and more than half of key 

muscles below neurological level possess muscle grade less than 3 

D Incomplete motor function restored below neurological level and at least half of key 

muscles below neurological level have muscle grade greater than or equal to 
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E Normal sensory and motor functions remain normal 

 

Table 4: Shows American Spinal Injury Association (ASIA) Impairment Scale used for patients with SCI. Lists ASIA 

grades and descriptions for each grade [2]. 

 

Conclusion 
Current treatment for SCI includes the use of stem cell transplantation in both animal and human 

subjects. Researchers have found combination of stem cell transplantation and lithium has 

demonstrated improved functional outcomes in animal models including: increased proliferation of 

NPCs, reduced host immune reaction, improved cell survival, and accelerated functional recovery of 

limbs. Human subject trials for stem cell transplantation have shown: increased remyelination activity, 

increased axonal growth, improved neuronal survival, reduced inflammatory responses, and improved 

sensory and locomotor function. Several research teams are currently in the process of evaluating the 

efficacy of stem cell transplantation combined with lithium for human subjects. Several human trials are 

in the pre-recruitment and recruitment stages. One human trial in the active stage reported 

improvement for motor and sensory skills for the initial patient. An additional human studies trial in the 

completed stage reported improvement for two-thirds of the patients. One study completed with 20 

human subjects showed inconclusive results. Researchers believe the use of stem cells combined with 

lithium may offer alternative options to patients with SCI. Additional research trials are needed to 

further investigate the functional effects and efficacy for lithium combined with stem cell 

transplantation for human patients with SCI.     
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